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ABSTRACT: Experim ental techniques exist by means of which detailed information about the stiffness o f soils at very small strain
levels can be determined in the laboratory. The stiffness depends on the current fabric of the soil. Data are presented to support ac
cepted relationships which link stiffness with stress state (kinetic fabric) and an unchanging geometric fabric. These lead to interpre
tations o f the anisotropy of stiffness which can be included in constitutive models. It is shown that anisotropy of stiffness influences
the potential for bifurcation o f material response, the development of localised deformation, and the interpretation of laboratory tests.
RÉSUMÉ: Des informations détaillées sur la rigidité des sols dans le domaine des très petites et petites déformations sont maintenant
accessibles grâce au développement des techniques experimentales de laboratoire. Il est connu que la rigidité d ’un sol depend de sa
structure actuelle. Des résultats en accord avec les relations classiques qui donnent l’expression de la rigidité en fonction de l’état de
contrainte (cinétique de la structure) et de la géometrie initiale de la structure (supposée constante pendant la sollicitation) sont pré
sentés. Ces relations traduisent l ’anisotropie de la rigidité et permettent de l’intégrer dans les modèles de comportement. Il est mon
tré que l’anisotropie de la rigidité influence le potentiel de bifurcation de la réponse du matériau, le développement de la localisation
des déformations et l’analyse des essais de laboratoire.

1 INTRODUCTION
Soils are isotropic materials which find themselves in anisotropic
circumstances as a result o f their history o f deposition and past
loading. This anisotropy manifests itself in anisotropic arrange
ments of particles and in the forces carried by the contacts be
tween the particles. Since the soil particles are in general neither
spherical, nor even sub-spherical, the anisotropy of geometric
fabric contains the layout o f the centres o f the particles; and the
orientation of the particles. In principle, knowing this geometric
fabric together with the information about orientation and acti
vation of contacts between the particles and contact forces - the
kinetic fabric (Chen et al, 1988) - and the characteristics of the
interparticle actions, the mechanical response of the soil system
could be anticipated. Progress is being made on such evolving
descriptions o f fabric but it is more convenient to work at a
larger scale and observe consequences of evolving fabric anisot
ropy on mechanical response in terms o f continuum concepts
such as stress and strain. This approach is adopted in this paper.
Experim ental techniques exist by which detailed information
about the stiffness of soils at very small strain levels can be de
termined in the laboratory. Stiffness can be determined from
static measurements using sensitive deformation measuring de
vices to record strain response to applied stress probes or from
dynamic measurements using laboratory geophysics - typically,
in elem ent tests, using piezoceramic bender elements.
Generally accepted empirical relationships describe the
variation of very small strain stiffness with stress state (kinetic
fabric) for (implicitly) unchanging geometric fabric. This im 
plies a particular form o f the variation of stiffness anisotropy
with stress state represented, for example, through the ratio of
axial to radial stress or mobilised friction. A combination of
static and dynamic data can be used to deduce all elements o f a
cross anisotropic stiffness matrix (Lings et al, 2000).
Once the changes in stress (or imposed deformation) from
any initial reference state become sufficient to disturb the geo
metric fabric then the simple relationship breaks down - obser
vations of stiffness combine both geometric and kinetic effects.
Experimental observations o f soil response in triaxial and other
testing apparatus, as well as numerical analysis o f assemblies of
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regular or irregular particles, suggest that kinematic hardening
constitutive models are likely to be required in order to simulate
observed behaviour. However, theoretical studies with such
models indicate that anisotropy o f stiffness influences not only
the pattern o f deformation that develops in a geotechnical system
but also the potential for bifurcation of material response and the
development o f localised deformation and rupture surfaces.

2

BENDER TESTS: PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The techniques for bender testing are well established. The ar
rangement used for the tests reported here is shown in Fig 1
(Pennington et al, 1997). Bender elements have been placed
both in end platens and through the flexible membrane for cylin
drical triaxial specimens so that shear waves can be propagated
through the sample either from end to end or from side to side, in
each case with two possible polarisations. While various input
waveforms for the driver elem ents have been explored, the data
here have come from tests in which a single sine wave pulse has
been sent. Appropriate interpretation o f the received signals can
then be used to estim ate shear wave velocities through the soil
(for vertically propagated, horizontally polarised waves), and
Vhv and Vhh (for horizontally propagated waves with either verti
cal or horizontal polarisation). If the medium through which the
waves are travelling is elastic then corresponding ‘zero strain’
shear moduli G<*,/,, Gohv, G0hh can be estim ated from the equation:
G0ij = p V ?

(1)

where p is the bulk density of the medium through which the
waves are travelling and subscripts i and j take the values v or h
as appropriate. The stiffness o f soils decreases with strain on
any monotonic excursion. The strain amplitude applied to the
soil by a bender elem ent is not zero but sufficiently small that
the resulting deformation - for most o f the passage through the
specimen - can be treated as elastic and essentially at ‘zero
strain’ amplitude. If the medium through which the waves are
passing is elastic, and strains are small, then it is axiomatic that

(2)

GOvh ~ GOhv

Pennington et al (2001) suggest that reported differences be
tween these deduced moduli may result from roughness o f the
end platens in which bender elements are typically mounted in
order to estimate Vvll and hence G ^ .
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(4)

Fjj(e) = e

The term in (3) involving the principal effective stresses in
the directions o f propagation and o f polarisation, cr' and a'j re
spectively, encapsulates the kinetic fabric contribution. The
stress p r is a reference stress (taken by Nash et al (1999) as lkPa
for simplicity but logically linked with some property o f the soil
mineral). Typically the exponent mv = -2 (though in detail the
value depends on i and j ) , and riy = 0.25. This expression is
written for directions o f propagation and polarisation coincident
with principal axes o f stress and anisotropy. The analysis of
wave propagation through anisotropic elastic media in which
these axes do not coincide is complex (Crampin, 1981).
Typical data from one-dimensionally compressed and ‘isotropically’ compressed reconstituted G ault clay in Fig 2 demon
strate that expression (3) matches the data o f shear stiffness G0W|
and Gohv satisfactorily. The ‘isotropically’ compressed material
has been consolidated one dim ensionally from slurry and then
subjected to isotropic stresses. Even consolidation stresses five
times higher than those imposed during the initial one
dimensional preparation do not erase the initial anisotropic geo
metric fabric of the clay (com pare Lewin, 1973). Consequently
the stiffness characterisation in Fig 2 does not greatly distinguish
between these two consolidation histories once the effects of
void ratio and principal stresses have been taken into account.

3 DESCRIPTION OF ELASTIC ANISOTROPY
Bender elements mounted in triaxial samples give limited infor
mation about the anisotropic stiffness properties o f the soil. In
combination with high resolution measurem ent o f strains full
characterisation is possible assuming a symmetry of anisotropy
matching the symmetry o f loading o f the specimen: cross anisot
ropy. The complete anisotropic description of the Gault clay is
presented by Lings et al (2000). Here we will use the simpler
treatment o f cross anisotropy presented by Graham and Houlsby
(1983) is which just one extra param eter a (instead o f the theo
retical extra 3 parameters) is introduced. This model implies that
the ratio of the two shear stiffnesses under consideration is

Fig 1. Orientations of bender elements in triaxial samples.
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Fig 2. Variation of normalised shear modulus G1/(o;q;)"':' with void ratio
for reconstituted Gault clay.

It is found empirically that this very small strain shear stiff
ness o f soils is influenced in a systematic way by the stress state
in the soil, by the volumetric packing of the soil (through void
ratio e), and by the current geometric fabric through an expres
sion o f the form (Roesler, 1979)
G0ij

(6 )

By subsuming a five param eter material into three parameters
some information about the material is lost and im plicit relation
ships between elastic parameters are imposed. However, Lings
et al found the simplified three param eter representation serendipitously successful for matching the G ault clay data.
Ignoring effects o f geometric fabric change, (3), with ny =
0.25, and (5) can be used to link a and stress ratio 77
(7,
p

(a v+ 2ah )

where q and p ’ are deviator stress and mean effective stress and
<fv and & h are vertical and horizontal effective stress.

a 'i a ' j

(3)

0.25
9 h h _ a _ s hh
G hv

where Sy are elements of a fabric tensor and Frfe) are functions
of void ratio. The first two terms in this expression, Sy and
Frfe), are two facets of the tensor geometric fabric, with e re
lated to its first invariant. A reasonable fit to data can be ob
tained using
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s hv

3 -n
3 + 27]

(8 )

This is shown in Fig 3 with data for the Gault clay, taking the
value o f S u /S kv from the data in Fig 2. The value o f a falls as
the stress ratio increases: the degree o f anisotropy is decreasing.
Elastic anisotropy can also be estimated by performing small
cycles of undrained unloading and reloading during a drained

stre s s ratio rj

Fig 3. Variation of elastic anisotropy parameter a with stress ratio for
reconstituted Gault clay and dense Hostun sand (e0 = 0.63-0.67).

M ohr-Coulomb elastic-plastic model in which current strength
varies with density and mean stress. A small elastic region
(bounded by the yield surface, Fig 4) moves around with current
stress - observations o f deformation of soils and particulate as
semblies show that the region o f stress space accessible without
incurring irrecoverable deformations is extremely small. Logi
cally, then, the terms
and F ,/e) in (3), representing the current
geometric fabric of the soil, should change almost as soon as the
stresses change. The changes in stiffness in Fig 3 should be
som ewhat associated with these geometric fabric changes.
Originally this model ascribed all anisotropy to plastic ef
fects: elastic properties were assumed isotropic. History is en
capsulated in the current position (3 of the centre of the elastic
region and a simple initial step towards introducing an evolving
(hypo)elastic anisotropy makes the degree o f anisotropy depend
on (3. This is mathematically simple because such a stress meas
ure is bounded (strength is always finite) whereas a strain de
pendent indication o f anisotropy would have to tend asymptoti
cally to a limit as the strain tends to infinity. Such an anisotropic
representation reproduces well the variation of stiffness seen ex
perimentally in monotonic tests (Fig 3) and tests combining
compression and extension excursions.

5 LOCALISATION O F DEFORM ATION
yield surface

bounding
surface

Fig 4. Elastic region (yield surface) and strength surface (bounding sur
face) for Sevem-Trent sand.

test. The slope o f the effective stress path depends only on
measurements o f changes in stress and o f pore pressure. Data
from two triaxial tests on Hostun sand are shown in Fig 3 (Gajo
et al, 2000). Samples were prepared by dry pluviation: one test
was performed with constant cell pressure the other with con
stant axial stress. A value o f pseudo Poisson’s ratio o f 0.2 (Gra
ham & Houlsby, 1983) has been assumed in order to convert ef
fective stress path slopes to values o f a . The implied stiffness
ratio (6 ) changes significantly as stress ratio increases. Under
initial isotropic stresses the material has only slight depositional
anisotropy, but a falls as stress ratio increases and the implied
ratio E //E v tends to zero. The stress strain response for this
dense sand shows a peak stress ratio and Fig 3 shows that a is
still falling. Stress ratio alone is not sufficient to deduce the
evolution of anisotropy. The continuing irrecoverable strain
produces particle rearrangem ent (and also changes in void ratio)
and an associated change in geometric fabric.

4

CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING

Experimental observations show that incremental soil stiffness
falls steadily on monotonic stress or strain paths but jum ps up
after any com er, the size of the jum p being dependent on the
sharpness of the com er (Atkinson et al, 1990). The soil rem em 
bers its history and has strongest memory o f its most recent his
tory. There are a number o f successful modelling frameworks
which acknowledge this history dependence.
Sevem-Trent sand (Gajo & M uir W ood, 1999a, b) combines
kinematic hardening and bounding surface plasticity with a
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Constitutive models often develop by a process o f accretion as
extra features are added to improve the match o f simulation and
observation. Simulations tend to be restricted to test paths for
which experimental data are available, frequently axisymmetric
compression. There may be latent characteristics of the model
which lurk undetected until they suddenly reveal an unexpected
influence on the response of a boundary value problem where
the range o f stress and strain paths will be much greater. The
more elaborate the model the greater the probability that there
will be hidden unintended consequences o f the combination of
modelling assumptions each of which on its own may be com 
pletely plausible. O f course, it is quite possible that some of
these unintended consequences may be serendipitously desirable.
Materials such as dense sand that show strain softening as
they are subjected to monotonic straining are likel> to shor. lo
calisation o f deformation as a consequence of bifurcation of re
sponse (Vardoulakis & Sulem, 1995). Such localisation can de
velop within a nominally homogeneous single element o f soil
although it may be exacerbated by the gradients of stress in a
boundary value problem. The immediate consequence of local
isation is that plastic softening deformation becomes concen
trated in certain, usually thin, regions of the material while the
surrounding regions start to unload elastically.
In simulation o f soil elem ent tests and geotechnical boundary
value problems it is usually supposed that the overall response
will be dominated by the plastic behaviour o f the material and
therefore that it is not especially important to describe elastic
anisotropy (and particularly evolution o f elastic anisotropy) in
great detail. It is well known that the detail o f the plastic con
stitutive model influences the onset o f localisation and that non
associated plasticity (as in most sand models including SevemTrent sand) encourages localisation to occur before the peak of
the homogeneous stress:strain response. However, it is also
found (Bigoni & Loret, 1999) that the presence of elastic anisot
ropy has a strong influence on strain localisation.
There are two stages in the analysis o f the effects of localisa
tion. First, the directional incremental stiffness must be checked
at each stage o f the analysis to discover whether bifurcation is
likely and with what orientation. Second, the post-localisation
response can be described, pragmatically, by assigning a finite
thickness to the plastic softening region (shear band) and as
suming the existence o f two homogeneous states o f deformation,
one inside and the other outside the shear band with appropriate
kinematic boundary conditions at the interfaces between the
band and the sample (Hutchinson & Tvergaard, 1980).

Applying Sevem-Trent sand with evolving elastic anisotropy
to the simulation o f drained biaxial (plane strain) tests on loose
and dense Hostun sand (Gajo et al, 2000) reveals some interest
ing results. In all simulations the model parameters were those
previously selected to give a good general match to the drained
and undrained triaxial response of Hostun sand over a range of
densities and stress levels, assuming homogeneous deformations.
The inclusion of elastic anisotropy delays the onset of localisa
tion for dense sand: the mobilised friction increases from about
37° to about 40°. More significantly, a phenomenon which can
be described as ‘band saturation’ is sometimes observed.
The post-localisation analysis fixes the orientation of the
shear band and separates elastic and plastic subsequent response.
The model provides its own material kinematic constraints
through the links between dilatancy and friction that are intro
duced in the plastic flow rule. Dilatancy falls towards zero as
soil softens towards a critical state: this internal kinematic con
straint thus changes dramatically in the softening regime. If the
assumed orientation of the shear band is no longer kinematically
desirable then it will cease to deform plastically and a new shear
band will form, possibly with a slightly different orientation in
the surrounding material which was assumed to be unloading
elastically but in fact starts to reload first elastically and then
plastically. The shear band is described as having ‘saturated’
and can be regarded as non-persistent.

6 CONCLUSIONS
As the quality of laboratory measurements has increased so it
has become clearer that evolving anisotropy of elastic properties
is a feature of response o f most soils. Tw o examples have been
given, for a stiff clay and a sand, which show similar trends of
variation of degree of anisotropy with stress ratio although the
initial, depositional anisotropy o f the stiff clay is much greater
than that of the sand. The deduced changing elastic anisotropy is
being used as a surrogate for evolving soil fabric.
Elastic effects may be im portant even at stages of shearing
when plastic deformation dominates. The description o f the
elasticity - isotropic or anisotropic - has a significant influence
on the detailed response of soil elements and can be expected to
be similarly influential for analyses o f boundary value problems.
The development o f localised response in nominally homo
geneous element tests has implications for interpretation and se
lection o f model parameters. Localisation occurs before the
material peak so that the system peak will be different by an
amount that depends on the test configuration. Anisotropy of
stiffness influences localisation. In this case, it seems that the
consequence o f adding evolving anisotropic elasticity to a suc
cessful elastic-plastic model produces beneficial effects.
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